PROGRAM

Conference
Children and youths with acquired brain injury

REHABILITATION OF CHILDREN
AND YOUTHS WITH
ACQUIRED BRAIN INJURY
– QUALITY IN THE NEAR

January 12 2016, Nyborg Strand

PROGRAM
09.00

Morning coffee/tea and rolls

11.15

1. round of sessions

09.30

Welcome and program for today
Office manager Tina Wahl, Center for Social and
Health, KL.

12.15

Lunch

13.15

2. round of sessions

09.40

Rehabilitation of children and youths with brain
injury – do you know the difference - do you
know the difference between myths and facts?
Lone Fjeldborg, psykolog og Christoffer Bøving
Kølgaard, psykolog, Børneungecenter for
rehabilitering, Region Hovedstaden
The day starts with creating a picture of, which
group we talk about, when we about children and
youths with acquired brain injury? What are the
specific areas of focus, which are central in the
rehabilitation, what is the latest knowledge and
how we ensure the quality in the initiative?

14.15

Break

14.35

Quality in the rehabilitation initiative,
when it is difficult in particular?
Overlæge og specialist i pædiatri Lisbeth
Agersnap Sørensen,
Hammel Neurocenter
What do we do, when we deal with brain
injury with multiple simultaneous
disorders beyond the brain injury? And
where there can may be insight
problems/impulsive behaviour and missing
abstraction ability, which can be further
complicated by abuse-related behaviour?
Lisbeth Agers Sørensen will tell which
points of interest, which you should know.

15.00

Inclusion of children and youths with
special needs – you must act before the
milk turns sour
Awaits presenter from the National
Knowledge Center for Inclusion and
Exclusion, UC Southern Danmark.
What makes a difference is whether the
specialists actions seem inclusive or
exclusive seen from a citizenship
perspective? Based on a research project.
Christian Quvang will make a number of
suggestions on, what is particularly
important to promote inclusion of children
and youths with special needs. The
examination shows among other things
that inclusive processes involve the whole
(local)environment around the child.

15.20

End and thank you for this time!

10.15

10.35

Framework for rehabilitation of children and
youths with brain injury – the latest initiative
Bente Møller, overlæge, Sundhedsstyrelsen
The presentation will be based on the new
guidance in the rehabilitation field and tell what
the main content and the sight lines are in the
new professional search guidelines for retraining
and rehabilitation in the children and
rehabilitation area, including the two progress
programs in the field.
Life capsizing – A relative’s tale about the
consequences after the Præstø accident. What
can we learn in relation to the cooperation with
the relatives about rehabilitation of youths?
Jane Bodholdt Svendsen, mor til en af de
tilskadekommende og forfatter til bogen
”Livskæntring”
How do you experience the rehabilitation process,
the transition and the cooperation between the
different actors? What means the most for the
relatives in the rehabilitation
process, including the cooperation with the
municipality?

10.55

Break

Sessions
Session 1:
Coherence and quality in the rehabilitation of
children and youths with brain injury. How?
A coherent initiative is of great importance for the quality in the
individual course. Children and youths with acquired brain
injury have many different contact surfaces, which crosses
many sectors, administrations and professionals. Hear
Municipality of Herning and Municipality of Holstebro
respectively tell about, how they coordinate the initiative
between the individual parts of the municipality to ensure the
correct knowledge and initiative.
Henny Holmgaard, Skolekonsulent / hjerneskadekoordinator for
børn
og unge PPR, Herning Kommune og Mette Kongsbak, konsulent
fra Hjerneskaderådgivningen, Hanne Mejls, Familievejleder,
handicap og psykiatri og Gitte Loftager, inklusionskonsulent,
hjerneskadeteamet i
Holstebro kommune.
Session 2:
Cooperation about rehabilitation of children and
youths with brain injury. How does the municipality
ensure quality on a small and complex area with
focus on inclusion?
The municipalities’ cooperation with the different specialised
offers and subject professions are important for the
appropriate effort in regard to children and youths with brain
injury, How does the municipality cooperate with the offers
that are in the area to ensure that children and youths with
brain injury get a good rehabilitation process? Listen
respectively to Municipality of Randers and youth mentor from
Shattered dreams in the Central Region of Denmark and
municipality of Roskilde and the Center of children and youths,
the Capital Region of Denmark tell about, how they cooperate
and what comes out of it.
Anne-Britt Roesen, forløbskoordinator for senhjerneskadede,
Randers Kommune og Hanne Skovgaard Petersen, Ungementor
fra ”Bristede Drømme”, Region Midtjylland Lisbeth Harre,
centerchef, Børneungecenter for Rehabilitering, Region
Hovedstaden og Bodil Keiding, socialrådgiver og
hjerneskadekoordinator for børn, Roskilde Kommune.
Session 3:
How do we get youths with a brain injury integrated
into education, job and leisure?
How does the municipality work with getting youth back into
education and work after they have been affected by a brain
injury? What is crucial for it succeeding the best way? Which
efforts are in play and which education and work term is used?
Hear about project “Meaning and coping”, which 4
municipalities and 9 disability organizations cooperate around
to get citizens with cognitive impairment s closer to the labour
market and XX municipality tells about their effort to among
other things getting children and youths with special difficulties
included into education.
Maja Roesen, projektleder, Danske Handicaporganisationer og
Maja Klamer Løhr, rådgiver, Hjernesagen. Afventer
oplægsholder fra kommune.

Session 4:
From young to adult – the good transition?
What are the reasons that transitions often causes problems
and what can the municipalities do to ensure a good transition
for the youths to adulthood? Listen to Susanne Lihme, lector,
Metropol tell about the specific regulatory challenges that can
make a good transition difficult, if you do not know them and
listen to municipality of Hedensted tell about, how they
(co)operate to create a good and coordinated transition from
youth to adulthood.
Lektor, cand. jur. Susanne Lihme, Metropol og Pia Hermanstad,
Afdelingsleder, Ungeenheden, jobcenter, Hedensted
Kommune.
Session 5:
What can ChildRAP be used for – one child, one plan.
Get a short introduction to ChildRAP and its tools. Join in on
discussing the experiences with the method in connection
with the good dialogue with children and their family.
ChildRAP is a cooperation and communication method, which
offers a professional framework for how the cooperation is
optimised and information is exchanged between the child/
the youth and their family and the involved team of specialists
and caseworkers. The method refers to everyone, who are
part of an interdisciplinary and targeted effort around a child’s
need for specific effort through its development, also in
relation the family’s well-being and demand. It can be
caseworkers in the municipalities. Involved specialist groups in
the individual (special)schools, services as well as from
hospitals and rehabilitation centres.
Caroline Verbeek, Specialkonsulent, Neuroteam.dk.

Practical information
Time and place:
Tuesday, January 12, 2016 at 9.30 to 15.25 (morning coffee and bread from 9.00 to 9.30)
Hotel Nyborg Strand, Østerøvej 2, 5800 Nyborg.
Target-group:
The conference is primarily aimed at leaders, specialists in the municipalities and the cooperation partners and other people
of interest in the child and family field, health, education, labour market and social field.
Participation fee:
1995 DKK excluding VAT. Invoice will be sent after the conference.
Registration:
Registration is binding and made via KL’s website.
Cancellations:
If you should be prevented from attending, please contact student Anne Hagen Nielsen, aen@kl.dk, 3370 3720. You are
welcome to transfer your place to another, however only by prior arrangement.
Attendance lists:
The attendance list is published on: www.kl.dk/sundhed and will continuously be updated with new registrations.
Parking/Transport:
Free parking spaces at the hotel.
Walking distance from the station:
Nyborg Railway station is approx. 5 minutes’ drive from the hotel, and there is train connections to both Jutland and Zealand
each half hour almost all day, From the railway station there is likewise regular bus and car departures to most of Funen.
Posters:
After the conference you will be able to see the presenters’ slides at www.kl.dk/hjerneskadekonference2016.
Further information:
Academic part of the conference: Consultant Lise Holten, lht@kl.dk, 3370 3558
Practical part of the conference: Student Anne Hagen Nielsen, aen@kl.dk, 3370 3720.
Upcoming KL-conferences in the social and health area:
If you want more information about upcoming conferences in the social and health area, you can keep an eye on website of
KL: www.kl.dk/sundhed and www.kl.dk/socialservice. Here, there is regularly informed about both news and conferences in
the area.

Date
January 26 2016
March 14 2016
May 12-13 2016
September 26 2016

Conference
Health conference of KL
Conference about vulnerable children and youths of KL
KL’s Social and Health Policy Summit
KL’s senior conference

Place
Kolding
Nyborg
Aalborg
Kolding

